If Allies Leave Door Open for Negotiations, Announcement Will Be Made.

ENTENTE REPLIES NEAR

To its announcement from London, T. L. Hay, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, cables that the Allied powers will say nothing on the subject of the Treaties of Paris and London.

Deepest Disappointment in Lloyd George Speech Voiced by Berlin Paper

The German Government, which has been subjected to intense diplomatic pressure from the Allies during the conference, today received a blow in the form of a speech by the British Prime Minister, Mr. Lloyd George, in which he said that the Allies would hold the German Government responsible for any action that might lead to a renewal of hostilities.

Austrians Expect War to Go On, Saying Britain Will Decide Course

The Austrian Foreign Minister, Count Tisza, today expressed the hope that Britain would decide the course of events, and that the Austrians would not be left to face the consequences of their actions alone.
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The German Government, which has been subjected to intense diplomatic pressure from the Allies during the conference, today received a blow in the form of a speech by the British Prime Minister, Mr. Lloyd George, in which he said that the Allies would hold the German Government responsible for any action that might lead to a renewal of hostilities.

Austrians Expect War to Go On, Saying Britain Will Decide Course

The Austrian Foreign Minister, Count Tisza, today expressed the hope that Britain would decide the course of events, and that the Austrians would not be left to face the consequences of their actions alone.

$3,500 YET NEEDED FOR OPPORTUNITIES

More Than Half Total Amount Required Remains To Be Contributed.

Additional Sums Today

The Amendment which was introduced by Mr. J. S. H. in the House of Commons yesterday, to provide for the payment of reparations, was unanimously carried. The amendment provides for the payment of reparations to be made in the ratio of 5 to 1, and the total amount required is estimated at $10,000,000.

Christmas Money Arrives at Border

District Troops Deeply Touched by Generosity of People of Washington.

Prepare for Big Dinner

By J. Christ Igorington

SAN ANTONIO, Tex., Dec. 23, 1916 (AP) — The American Expeditionary Forces, which have been operating in the Adriatic area, have received a large amount of Christmas money and gifts from the people of Washington, D.C. The money has been collected by the American Red Cross, and the gifts have been collected by the American Women's Protective andLD Organization.

Britain Withholds Comment on President Wilson's Note

A Bonar Law Announces in House of Commons Statement Will Not Be Made at Present—Views of the Press.

By American Press

President Wilson's note, which was sent to the British Government yesterday, will not be made public at present. The British Government has not yet received a reply to the note, and it is not expected that one will be made public until after the conference has been held.

Federal Shipping Board Is Chosen

President Wilson Nominates Five Men, Three Democrats, Two Republicans

The Federal Shipping Board, which was established by the President, has been chosen. The board consists of five members, three of whom are Democrats, and two of whom are Republicans.

Views of Foreign Powers on Peace Note Are Awaited

Diplomats Expecting to Watch Indications of Attitude of European Neutrals.

May Follow U. S. Lead in Plea to Belligerents

Surprise at Growing Significance of President's Message Widens. President's Plea.

With the purpose of President Wilson's note to the belligerents, which was sent to the British Government yesterday, the attention of the United States has turned to the reception of the note in the foreign capitals.

British Government to hold Conference on Peace Note

The British Government is expected to hold a conference on the note, and to make public its views on the subject. The conference will be held in London, and will be attended by representatives of the British Government, as well as representatives of the Allied powers.
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